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Fine Art Inkjet Paper Printing Test and Results Introduction



W



ith the plethora of great fine art inkjet papers available today, it can be difficult to find “your” paper. The one, or maybe two or three types of paper, that you turn to for your high quality, fine art prints. Testing papers can be costly, in terms of both time and money. Until now, I’ve printed my favorites at the time, and a few prints that I know are troublesome, but it can be difficult to judge how good or bad a paper is based on photographic images alone. I decided to make a test image, that I would use to build an archive of the various papers that I am interested in, so that I could easily compare the various papers and reference the attributes each when planning new projects, as well as using this exercise to find “my” papers. Over the last week I’ve printed on twenty high quality photographic papers and fine art papers, and share the resulting images in this document and in two audio Podcasts that I released to discuss the test results. If you’d like to listen along, you can download the audio files from iTunes or from my Web site. Subscribe to the Martin Bailey Photography Podcast in iTunes: http://phobos.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewPodcast?id=79677184 Or download the audio Podcasts: http://www.martinbaileyphotography.com/podcasts.php?ep=192#Ep192 http://www.martinbaileyphotography.com/podcasts.php?ep=193#Ep193



I’ve made the test image that I created available, so that you can use the same image to test your own printer and papers if you want to. It’s around 8 mega pixels, so should be good for tests up to 13x19” and still look great. There’s also a zip file with loose JPEGs of each scanned image available online for you to take a look at. They are the same images that are contained in this document, just loose. Download the test image here (It’s 48MB, so give it some time!): http://www.martinbaileyphotography.com/downloads/Martin_Bailey_Inkjet_Print_Test_Image_ProPhotoRGB.tif Download the loose JPEGs: http://www.martinbaileyphotography.com/downloads/Fine_Art_Inkjet_Print_Test_JPGs.zip



I have split the papers I tested into three groups, Gloss/Satin, Rag/Matte and Textured papers, as can be seen in the table of contents. Enjoy!
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Background to the Test To me there is nothing quite as satisfying, after capturing the image in the first place, than printing it out on a good quality fine art paper. Inkjet printing technologies have improved to the point where now, at the end of the first decade of the 21st centuary, photographers are able to make archival fine art prints in their homes, that arguably surpass traditional dark room prints in both ease of production and quality, and definitely in variety. As the printing technology has improved, the number of fine art print papers on the market has also increased, making it difficult to really nail down one or two papers for your own workflow or projects. I buy and try different papers, and often use my favorite print at the time, but that doesn’t really give me a consistent image to compare to my previous papers. I end up printing out the new image again on my original papers as well as the new papers, and with printer ink being as expensive as it is, as well as the paper of course, I decided to standardize my test, to give me a more repeatable and objective look at the capabilities of new papers as they come out, as well as being able to file away my previous tests for future comparison to save reprinting. Of course, if I change my printer, I’ll have to do this all again. But, having a standard test devised will make that whole exercise a lot smoother than just randomly picking prints of the day. I do have a few prints that I really like to try on new paper, and I’m guilty of having printed out a few of these over the last week as well.



The Test Image In my standard image to print (right), I incorporated a couple of images that I have used a lot for testing purposes, and I also included both a Granger Chart and a Gamut Chart, that I found out how to create on Michael Reichmann’s Luminous Landscape Web site. http://www.luminous-landscape.com/essays/test-charts.shtml The chart can look pretty wacky if you are viewing this on an un-calibrated monitor or one that does not display close to Adobe RGB. On my Eizo monitor the charts look great, but on a friend’s office monitor, it doesn’t look very good at all. Be warned!
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I created my test image with the ProPhoto color profile. I did this because it has the widest gamut, compared to sRGB and AdobeRGB, and it’s also what I specify as my color profile throughout my photographic workflow. If you want to convert this to AdobeRGB for your own tests, do so in Photoshop, using the Convert Profile command, not assign profile. Convert Profile will calculate the new color mapping correctly so you’ll still get good results using the image.



copyrights etc for your own tests. All text is on a white background so it will be easy to get rid of. If you are going to redistribute the graphic for any reason, please use the one that contains my site address and the copyright notice, or create your own image from scratch. Thanks!



Test Details



The color flower shot to the left is a good image to print as a test because it is not only nice and colorful, but I’ve found the gradations and subtle tones in the background bokeh to be challenging for some papers to reproduce. The black and white flower to the right is there for three reasons. Firstly, it has a nice neutral black and white tone, so if there is any color cast in the image, I can see it here. Secondly, I find the gradation in the grey background a nice reference point as well as the density of the grey, and finally, I want to see how much punch the paper can reproduce in the white flower with black spots, as well as the rest of the plant. As we’ll see, the results can be different between papers, but I warn you, pretty much all of the papers tested do a reasonable to great job. The difference is seen here is often very subtle indeed. I have tested some papers in the past that really messed this black and white photograph up.



The printer that I used for my tests is a Canon PIXMA Pro 9500 with standard Canon inks. In Japan this printer is called a Pixus Pro 9500, and it’s the now old version, not the Mark II that Canon has recently brought out to fix banding issues which I personally just don’t see and so won’t be upgrading. I used the paper manufacturer’s profiles for printing all of these papers except for the Bergger Fine Art Rag PN62. They don’t have a profile for this paper and my printer combination. Luckily though, the company that is importing Bergger paper into Japan put an insert into the package that says to print using the Canon profile, which is what I did. By the way, I’m not going to go into details on how to print with a color profile in this document. I’ve talked about this in the past on my Podcast, and I can go into this again if people want, but right now, let’s assume that you know how to print with a printer/paper combination ICC profile.



I put a range of colored cells up both the left and right side. This is a computer generated version of the cells that you’ll find on a Gretag Macbeth Color Checker chart. Now, the thing to note about these cells is that they are a reference and not supposed to be 100% accurate. The Granger and Gamut charts as well contain colors that your printer will not be able to reproduce fully with today’s technology. The point is to have something standard to compare from paper to paper, to help us see how the manufacturer’s profile is mapped across the spectrum.



One last word on the process before we start to actually look at the test prints is how I re-digitized the printed pages to show you here. I used my old Epson flat bed scanner, and turned off any and all processing that the scanner drivers would usually do. This means that the resulting images are a little bit flat, but I wanted them to have been scanned under exactly the same conditions, which is what we will look at. I saved the originals with the AdobeRGB profile from the scanner, and then converted to sRGB when I output the JPEGs from Lightroom. I compared the colors and quality, and on a high end Eizo monitor, and the scanned images were closer than I thought they would be. Of course, you can’t fully appreciate what I saw when looking directly at the prints. I of course compared the original prints in preparation for this Podcast/document.



A final word on the test image is the boiler plate text. I’ve included this because one of the main reasons for my doing these paper tests right now is because I’m trying to nail down one or two papers for a fine art print folio project that I’m working on, and I wanted to see how each paper reproduced this text as well. If you download the test image (there’s a link in the introduction) by all means, remove the text and
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Test Group #1 Gloss and Satin Papers
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Canon Pro Platinum PT-101 The first paper that I printed to in the Gloss and Satin group is the Canon Pro Platinum paper. This is a nice heavy 300 gsm (grams per square meter) paper which looks and feels very much like a traditional wet darkroom print. This hasn’t been out very long, but I have had very good results with this paper so far. The thing that struck me straight away with this paper was how beautiful the photographs looked. They are reproduced very faithfully, with lots of punch in the black and white flower, a beautiful gradation in the grey background, and the color flower is vivid and the ball of bokeh to the top right of the flower has a very nice gradation to black. Also, the Granger and Gamut chart reproduction is among the best of my tests. To be honest, as I really like the feel of this paper in the hand, I wanted this paper to be perfect in every way, but one thing let it down, and that is the paper’s ability to reproduce a brilliant red. The third cell down along the left side of the test image is basically an FF0000 full RGB red, yet the reproduction here is somewhat orange. Some of you will probably already be thinking to yourself that this is fine, because printer’s never product perfect reds, but remember, the Pixma Pro 9500 has a red ink cartridge. It should be perfect, and I’m disappointed that Canon’s profile doesn’t cash in on the huge advantage that this printer has over one’s without a red ink. Apart from that though, everything else is perfect. I am still very much in love with this paper, but let’s see how it fairs against the others.
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Museo Silver Rag Next up, is the Museo Silver Rag, which is a 100% cotton almost semi-gloss or satin paper with no optical brighteners, and just look at that red. It’s almost a perfect red. In fact, color reproduction is just amazing on beautiful paper from Museo. If you flick between the Pro Platinum image and this one, you can see a number of subtle differences. In general, the silver rag is punchier, though it does make a bit of a mess of the Granger chart on the left, particularly in the middle of the green area. The black and White flower is very punchy too, though the background is significantly darker, but still a very nice gradation. The ball of bokeh on the color flower is also slightly better than the Pro Platinum, which surprised me. Again, this is a 300gsm paper, so very thick and beautiful to handle - a strong contender.
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Harman Gloss FB Al Next I tested Harman’s Gloss FB Al, which is a Baryta coated gloss paper, with a very similar feel to the Pro Platinum from Canon. It’s very smooth, not a satin paper, and again feels very much like a traditional wet darkroom print. It even smells like one, probably because of the Baryta coating. Again, Harman have made a nice job of utilizing the red, and the colors are actually slightly subdued across the image, compared to the last two papers. There are a few patchy areas in the Granger Chart, but the hues in the Gamut chart are simply beautiful here. Very nice gradations in the grey behind the black and white flower and that ball of bokeh in the color flower. The general feel is not quite as punch as the last two images, but in my opinion this paper realizes a perfect balance in many respects. With this also being just slightly heavier at 320gsm, it is a very strong candidate for a paper to be appreciated held in the hand and because there’s no texture to speak of in the surface of the print, it’s simply beautiful to look at.
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Hahnemuhle Fine Art Pearl I double checked my settings after printing the Hahnemuhle Fine Art Pearl paper, as it was just so dark, but everything seems to be correct. Very rich colors here, and the red is red, but it’s just over the top for me with those over saturated colors. The black and white flower is so dark that you really can’t appreciate it, and the color flower is also very dark compared to the original. This paper is actually from a box that I bought a few years ago, and although it has been stored correctly, I do wonder if the current Fine Art Pearl from Hahnemuhle performs in the same way. It’s very different from all of their other papers which I generally like a lot.
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Canson PhotoGloss Premium RC 270gsm The next paper in the gloss and satin section is Canson PhotoGloss Premium RC 270gsm. I bought a Canson Discovery pack, which included 9 of their fine art papers, and printed out all nine of them for this test. The PhotoGloss Premium is actually very close to the Harman Gloss FB Al, in its ability to reproduce subtle gradation and beautiful hues, and it even messes up the Granger Chart in very similar areas, but unfortunately, the reds are a little on the orange side, like the Canon Pro Platinum. This is my opinion puts it slightly behind Harman on color accuracy, and slightly under Pro Platinum for punch. Still, a very nice well balanced paper and definitely not one to rule out.
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Canson PhotoSatin Premium RC 270gsm The next paper in the gloss and satin section is Canson PhotoSatin Premium RC 270gsm. This is actually very similar in performance to the previous Canson PhotoGloss, so in general, it’s a great paper, again, but with a slightly textured finish, which is just a little too perfect for my liking. I’d prefer a more random pattern in the satin look, though you have to really get up close to see this. Again with slightly off reds, I’m thinking that this would be a great paper, if only I could use the profile out of the box.
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Conclusions for the Gloss/Satin papers So, that’s all of the gloss or satin papers that I have tested this time. I know that there are others out there, but there are limits to what I can do, both in terms of time and money. If any paper manufacturers are reading this or listening to the Podcast, and would like me to compare their papers under the same conditions then report the results in a future Podcast episode, just send me some of paper. :-) My initial narrow-down selection in this category is to the first three that we looked at, though this in itself was tough, as many of the papers just look great. For my fine art folio project though, I’m probably going to go with the Harman GLOSS FB Al, though it’s very difficult to rule out Museo Silver Rag, or Canon Pro Platinum at this point. It will definitely require some tests with the actual images for the project to make a final decision, but I feel more comfortable doing those further tests now that I have ruled out most other papers. I’ll work with the Harman GLOSS FB Al unless something comes up that forces me to rethink this decision. Luckily I have plenty of this paper left to try before placing an order for a larger batch for the project.
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Test Group #2 Photo Rag Papers
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Museo Portfolio Rag The first one I want to look at is Museo Portfolio Rag. This is an extra smooth matte finish paper, and you’ll be able to see from the scanned image that these rag papers are nowhere near as dynamic as the gloss papers. Rag papers do compliment many types of image, and also pretty much anything printed on them looks good if you frame the print under glass. It’s as though the glass or Perspex adds the gloss back that the paper doesn’t have. Even with that in mind though, I’m not all that impressed with the Museo Portfolio Rag. It’s overall a little too washed out for me, and again that red cell on the left is not red. The black spots on the flower lack punch too. The hue separations in the Gamut chart are nice, and the ball of bokeh to the top right of the color flower is good, as well as pretty smooth transitions in the Granger Chart, but it lacks overall punch, even with the fact that it’s a matte rag paper in mind.
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Hahnemuhle Photo Rag By comparison, I was pleased to see that one of my old favorites, the Hahnemuhle Photo Rag, came through very well. Now, that Granger Chart is wacky, I know, but you can see that this paper has a lot of punch in both flower shots, with very smooth gradations, and a relatively dark black for a photo rag, and again, one thing that I keep coming back to is that red cell. Here again, it’s red, which is a good thing. If anything, for a rag paper, the Hahnemuhle Photo Rag is maybe a little too punchy, but it holds this well in both black and white and color images, and so for this kind of paper pretty much remains my favorite, except for when held in the hand because it’s a very thin paper.
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Harman MATTE FB Mp I also tested the Harman MATTE FB Mp paper, which I found to be a very close contender to the Hahnemuhle. The red is very close too, and the Granger and Gamut charts are definitely better. The overall look is very slightly muted compared to the Hahnemuhle Photo Rag and the grays seem a little too dense, but when you think that the Hahnemuhle is perhaps even a little too punchy for a rag, Harman may be on to something with this Matte FB Mp.
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Canon Fine Art Premium Matte The Canon Fine Art Premium Matte was very nice for the black and white flower. I love the look I got here, and the Granger and Gamut charts are very nice. I was disappointed with the separation between the color flower’s bokeh ball and the dark background though. That’s too sharp a line there, and again, Canon missed the mark with the red, and the green and blue for that matter. It’s not so expensive though this paper, and for a black and white image, I would still give it a try.
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Bergger Fine Art Rag PN62 Next up is the Bergger Fine Art Rag PN62 paper. Now this paper I like in many ways, especially the black and white flower and the Granger and Gamut charts are beautiful, though perhaps a little pale. I’m not so happy with the red cell again, and the gradation of the bokeh ball in the color flower shot is pretty harsh, which is not surprising because I had to use the same profile. In general though, this is a very nice rag paper. If they come out with a profile that maps the reds better and improved the gradations, this will be a serious contender. It looks great and feels really held in the hand nice too.
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Canson Rag Photographique 210gsm The Canson Rag Photographique 210gsm is a beautiful paper when it comes to the black and white flower, and the Gamut Chart looks great too, The profile maps some of the green area to yellow, as we can see with the Granger chart, and the line between the background and the ball of bokeh in the color flower is a little bit harsh. A little on the thin side for hand holding the print, and the red is a little off, but all in all a nice paper.
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Conclusions for the Photo Rag papers I still very much like the Hahnemuhle Photo Rag for image quality, and my tests have reinforced this, but as I touched on earlier, the problem I have with the Hahnemuhle Rag is that it’s really flimsy at 188gsm. In the hand it doesn’t feel much thicker than a sheet of cheap copy paper. On the other hand the Bergger Fine Art Rag is 315gsm, so you can really feel the quality when handling the print and with those very subtle colors and overall quality I’m thinking this is a contender for the more subtly toned folios that I’ll put together. I didn’t like what the Bergger paper did to the gradation in my ball of bokeh, and the red was slightly off, but if they make a profile for this paper, I’ll review the decision again. I’d say that if I need a Photo Rag for a project that will be hung behind glass, I’ll use the Hahnemuhle Photo Rag. They do have a thicker Photo Rag as well I believe, so I could consider using that, but if the print is to be held in the hand, my decision would be the Harman MATTE FB Mp paper. This is not a Photo Rag, but it is archival quality Baryta paper, and very nice to hold, at 310gsm.
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Test Group #3 Textured Papers
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Museo MAX Museo MAX is a rich paper with great color and black and white image reproduction, and we can see from the Granger and Gamut charts that it is well balanced. It’s reproduced the bokeh ball top right of the color flower very well, and the black and white flower image is beautiful, with really wonderful tonal qualities. The red is a little weak, but overall a very balanced paper. I could probably overlook that red for the benefits that the rest gives me. The only downside is that this paper is a tad on the thin side at 250gsm, at least compared to the other papers.
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Hahnemuhle Museum Etching The Hahnemuhle Museum Etching paper is heavy at 350gsm. The heaviest I have tested. In fact, I’ve been using this paper for some time now. This paper is so heavy that I had to source wider tubes to ship fine art prints on this paper, because it didn’t like being rolled tightly enough to fit into my regular shipping tubes. Color reproduction is great and this paper has those rich reds as well. The Granger Chart is a little wacky again, but you can see how rich this paper prints it’s colors and the gradation of the bokeh ball is although a little hard as it goes to black, a very smooth gradation. This paper remains a favorite.
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Canson BFK Rives 310gsm The next six papers are all from the Canson Discovery Pack. The Canson BFK Rives 310gsm paper blew me away coming out of the printer. The black and white flower is beautiful, and great charts, as well as the bokeh ball, though it has a slightly harsh transition to black. The red is a little on the week side. Compared to the Hahnemuhle I did feel that it lacked punch to a degree, overall it’s a very nice subtle paper, worthy of consideration for a project.
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Canson Arches Velin Museum Rag 250gsm The Canson Arches Velin Museum Rag 250gsm paper looks very similar to the previous BFK Rives paper. It’s a little thinner at 250 gsm, but that is about the only difference. Again, the black and white flower is beautiful, and great charts, as well as the bokeh ball, though it has a slightly harsh transition to black. The red is a little on the week side, but again, overall it’s a very nice subtle paper.
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Canson Edition Etching Rag 310gsm The Canson Edition Etching Rag 310gsm and the last paper, the Velin Museum Rag, have a texture similar to the Hahnemuhle Museum Etching paper. This paper has a slightly sharp line around the bokeh ball on the color flower shot, but again, very nicely balanced, subtle tonal ranges and colors. If that red was there, it would be a firm winner.
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Canson Arches Aquarelle Rag 240gsm The Canson Arches Aquarelle Rag 240gsm paper is a very similar paper to the last as far as color and tonal reproduction is concerned. There’s still a slightly sharp line around the bokeh ball on the color flower shot, but again, very nicely balanced, though the red is off a little. The thing that really hits you with this paper though is the very heavy texture, almost like a canvas. Not a favorite, but would definitely have a place in the workflow of a photographer looking for something different texture wise.
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Canson Montval Aquarelle 310gsm The Canson Montval Aquarelle 310gsm paper is again similar in color and tonal reproduction ability to the other Canson papers. This paper has a deep texture but smooth, not harsh. The dimples that make the texture are big and smooth. There’s a strange transition to the black background around the bokeh ball that doesn’t really show well in the scanned image, and again, the red is a little on the week side.
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Canson Mi-Teintes 170gsm The last paper in the Canson Discover Pack and the last one that I looked at this time is the Canson Mi-Teintes 170gsm paper. This in my opinion has slightly richer colors and tonal qualities. The black and white flower here has more punch than some of the other Canson papers. The gradations are nice and the red is actually a little closer to a true red than many of the papers that are off. This is a specialist paper though, with a honeycomb style texture that you can see in the scanned image pretty well. This will have a place for some work, but I personally think this texture is too ordered. I prefer a texture to be more random than this.
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Conclusions for the Textured papers It’s really a very close call here for me between the Hahnemuhle Museum Etching and the Museo MAX. The Hahnemuhle has that wonderful rich red, but the Museo MAX is overall better balanced. Both have a very similar texture, though the Hahnemuhle is heavier. When it comes to price, Hahnemuhle Museum Etching is $100 for 20 sheets of 13 x 19” paper, which is $5 a sheet, compared to the Museo MAX at $63 for 25 sheets or $2.50 per sheet, so it’s about half the price. I would do a few test prints on each paper of actual images for a project, and if the lack of the rich red was either unimportant or unnoticeable, I would almost certainly go with the Museo MAX for my choice of Textured Fine Art paper.
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Final Thoughts So that’s it for my recent printer tests. Now that I have decided on my testing process, and done my first batch of prints, I’m really excited that I have this reference to guide me when trying to decide what paper to use. With most of these papers being absolutely wonderful, I really don’t want to rule any out fully. The projects I conceive will always dictate the paper to select, and the paper may in turn guide my decisions as to what images to include in the project. Having this reference to build on though puts me in a much better position to make the right decisions than before. I hope you enjoyed walking through my tests with me and that it will help you in some way to either decide on your papers or to help with similar testing. Remember that these are my own tests based on my semiscientific approach, and so if you are in doubt, you really should run your own tests before making any decisions or ruling out any of the papers I’ve talked about here.
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Photography Tours & Workshops While I have your attention, I thought I’d take the opportunity to mention my Photography Tours and Workshops. From January 28th to February 10th, 2010, I’m running my popular photography tour and workshop, affectionately known as the Winter Wonderland Workshop. We’ll visit Nagano to shoot Snow Monkeys, then after a short sight-seeing break in Tokyo, we’re off to the North island of Japan, Hokkaido. In Hokkaido we’ll be shooting the magestic Red-Crowned Cranes, Steller’s Sea Eagles, White-Tailed Eagles, Whooper Swans, Ezo Deer and Foxes. For the second leg of the Hokkaido tour we move on to shoot some of the most beautiful winter landscapes on the planet, including Mount Asahi, Biei and Tokachi. There’s way too much for me to say here, but if you are interested take a look at our Workshops website. http://www.mbpworkshops.com/



北海道 Hokkaido
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Social Networking You can contact me using the Contact Us page on my workshops and main websites: http://www.martinbaileyphotography.com/contactus.php Follow me on Twitter: http://twitter.com/MartinBailey Visit the Photography Forum at my Web site and become a member of one of the best Photography related forums on the Internet. Wonderful people with a civil manner and a common passion for photography and learning: http://www.martinbaileyphotography.com/forum/



My Work You can see my work at my own Web site: http://www.martinbaileyphotography.com/ I’m also on Flicker: http://flickr.com/photos/martin_bailey/



License My Work You can license my images online and download straight away at: http://store.martinbaileyphotography.com/



Fine Art Prints You can currently buy fine art prints from my main Web site, but in the coming months, I’ll be launching a new site just for this at http://www.fineartprints.jp/. (For now this will redirect to my main Web site.)



Assignments I’m available for assignment work, if you need a man on the ground in Japan. Contact me using any of the above methods, or with the Contact Us page on my main website: http://www.martinbaileyphotography.com/contactus.php
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Thank You!
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